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The present report describes numerical simulation of three-dimensional
transient distributions of velocity 
	 temperature o li uid o	 e anf, q	 xyg n
tl
(LOX) in the LOX Dewar tank of Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB). LOX
level gradually drops due to "Chilldown", "Drain Back", "Slow Fill", "Fast
Fill", "Topping" and "Replenish" procedures. The present analyses cover
the replenish time period only.
Four test cases have been considered. For all four cases, the input
boundary conditions comprise of LOX facility heat loads, drain flow rates,
recirculation flow rates and dewar heating. All the quantities are
prescribed as functions of time. The first two test cases considered
sensitivity of results to the computational grid. In Case 3, system heat
load was changed, while in Case 4, a lower LOX level was specified.
Cases 1 and 2 showed that the temperatures were not sensitive to the grid
refinement. This provided a basic check on the numerical model. Cases
3 and 4 showed that the thermal boundary layer motion near the tank surface
becomes more significant at the late time, e.g. 5% hours from replenish
start. Comparison between results of Cases 3 and 4 showed, as expected, that
the smaller initial LOX volume given in Case 4, results in higher temperature
level. All calculated velocity and temperature distributions were found
to be plausible.
Computations were performed with the aid of CHAM's general-purpose, finite-
difference, flow-analysis computer code - "PHOENICS". This study
demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of three-dimensional analysis of















BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) L0 2 storage system at Vandenberg Air
Force Base (VAFB) is smaller than at KSC, and thus it is expected to be more
sensitive to heat loads. In the present study, attention is confined to
the L02 Storage Dewar Tank,of VAFB. During an ET loading operation, L02
(or LOX) level gradually drops due to the "Chilldown", "Drain Back",
"Slow Fill", "Fast Fill", "Topping" and "Replenish" procedures. Figure 1-1
shows a schematic of the dewar tank and LOX levels at the end of these
operations.
The temperature of LOX leaving the Dewar tank is a strong function of LOX facility
heat loads, drain flow rates, recirculation flow rates and dewar heating. The
present study is concerned with the LOX flow and heat transfer^during the
replenish period. The objective is to elucidate the flow and heat transfer
details in the LOX Dewar. This information is useful in the analysis of overall
system.
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
CHAM of North America Incorporated has performed computations and analysis of
LOX flows with boundary conditions specified by the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC). The study consisted of a total of four test cases.
Throughout the study, frequent discussions were held between MSFC and CHAM
personnel. The results of each test case were presented in a meeting held at
MSFC. Written discussions of results with graphical representations were also
supplied in these meetings.
PURPOSE AND OUTLINE OF THE REPORT
The purpose of this report is to record the following:
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Figure 1-1. A Schematic Diagram of the Dewar Tank and












Total	 LOX Remains in Dewar
after operating	 (Gallons)
.Start
Loading 0 0 279,000 (93 % LOX)
1	 C,hilldown 17 min 7780 271,220
2	 Drain Back 10 min 725 270,495
3	 Slow Fill 12 min 3710 266,785
4	 Fast Fill 30 min 146,,810 119,975
5	 Topping 20 min 7000 112,975
6	 Replenish 5.5 hrs 44,554.5 68,420.5
2. Specifications of the test cases considered;
3. Computed results and observations; and





















The report has been divided into four sections. The next section (Section 2)
describes assumptions and mathematical basis. Specifications of the test cases,
results and discussion are provided in Section 3. More detailed results
viz. graphical display of calculated flow patterns, and temperature distribution,
and tabulated data for total and average quantities are provided in Appendices,
,teparately for each case. Conclusions of the present study and recommendations





A numerical model has been developed to calculate velocity and temperature
distributions of liquid oxygen (L ,.tX)	 in a spherical dewar tank. 	 To focus
attention to the "Replenish" period,, the initial condition is assumed to
be quiscent liquid of uniform temperature, up to an appropriate levr. l	 in the
tank.	 The development of subsequent LOX motion and temperature nonuniformity
are calculated by solving the conservation (transport) equations for mass, is
momentum, energy and two turbulence parameters 	 (viz:	 turbulent kinetic energy
k,	 and its dissipation rate e). 	 These equations are solved by using CHAM's
general-purpose Computational	 Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code:	 PHONEICS [Reference 1],
which employs an iterative finite-difference solution procedure.
Further assumptions and salient features of the model are summarized below,
i
1.	 Computations are performed for the liquid phase (LOX) only. 	 No heat or
mass transfer to the gaseous phase, a pove LOX,	 is accounted for.
r 2.	 The dewar boiloff heat loadings are specified as heat fluxes through
j the dewar wall.	 These heat fluxes are assumed to be distributed
unifurmaly at the lower quarter of the dewar surface.
3.	 Flow is	 treated as transient, three-dimensional, turbulent and elliptic.
4.	 Fluid is assumed to be incompressible.	 Density and other fluid properties
are calculated as functions of local temeprature. 	 The following fluid
properties, linearly related with temperature, 	 have been used.	 These data
are taken from Reference 2.
-	 Fluid Density:
P = 99.123 - 0.179T 1bm/ft3
	 (2-1)
-	 Molecular Viscosity:
u = (48.943 - 0.219T) x 10 -5
 lbm/ft-sec	 (2-2)
-	 Heat Capacity:




cr= 5.998 - 0.0233T
	
(2-4)




= 71.12 lbm/ft 3





5. A cylindrical	 ploar coordinates 	 (x, y,	 z) system is employed, where x
is thetircumferential direction, y is the radial	 direction and z is the
longitudinal direction,	 The parts of calculation domain 'lying outside
the spherical	 tank and above the liquid level	 are blocked off by
prescribing appropriate "porosity" values.	 Porosity values are zero for
fully blocked cells, unity for unblocked cells, and between 0 and I
for partially blocked cells.
Separate values are assigned for the volume and cell-face areas of each
control cell.
	
The porosity values determine the proportion of the cell
volume which is available for occupancy by the fluid, and the proportion of
each cell-face area available for flow.	 This practice is much more rigorius
and accurate than the practice of using rectangular steps.
The practice of simulating the arbitrary-shaped boundaries by porosities
in an orthogonal coordinate system has been successfully used in many
applications of both internal and external flows, 	 including for space-
shuttle problems [References 3, 4 and 5].
6. To Simulate the changes of liquid level with time, porosity values of
relevant control cells are updated with time.
7. The wall shear stress is calculated by using the conventional wall functions
which are based on the assumption of logarithmic law of wall. For partially
blocked control cells, wall shear stress are calculated for the projected










y+ 	 ^	 (2-6)
;au
Logarithmic law of wall
= -1 1nE y+ ; for y* > 11.5
u+	 (2-7)
= y+ ; for y+ < 11.5
where Ts represents shear stress, 11 and p are molecular viscosity and
density a^ fluid, u is the velocity component parallel to wall in the
adjacent control cell, and 6 is the distance oe`Lweeii she wa l and she
center of the control cell. Y* and u^ are the normalized distance and
velocity as used in the logarithmic law of wall. k is Von Karman constant,
taken equal to 0.4, and C is another empirical constant, which for a smooth
surface has the value of 9.0 [Reference 61.
As a consequence, the wall shear stress is simulated by the following:
Tall _ F	
Du	 r	 o-u	 (2-8)
w	 wall ay	 wall 6
where 
rwa11	 is the friction coefficient for momentum transfer -to
wall. u
'	 'o	 However calculated8.	 British units are used ^n the calculations. N 	  u1 ate global










TEST CASES AND RESULTS
This section describes the specifications of Test Cases 1 to 4. The inpul.,
boundary conditions comprise of LOX facility heat loads, replenish flow rates,
recirculation flow rates in dewar and dewar boloff heating. These quantities
are prescribed as functions of time. For ready reference, relevant supplied
input data are included in Appendix A.
TEST CASE 1
Figure 3-1 shows the selected grid distribution for Test Case 1. A total of
1620 (NX-10, NY-9 and NZ 18)- control cells have been used to cover the region
of interest, i.e. LOX filled region during replenish time period. Six time
steps of 2000 seconds each are used to cover the first 12000 seconds of the
replenish period.
The -A..d distribution near the LOX free surface is so chosen that one row of
c yu;rt^^ cells is emptied in each time step. The porosities of relevant
u4O'Is are prescribed according to the level changes with time. The model has
been checked out for consistency between LOX levels, volumes and flow rates,
As mentioned earlier, the analysis starts at the beginning of replenish time.
Liquid oxygen is assumed to be quiscent with To = 162.90R; and po = 9 psig.
Based on the VAFB L0 2
 consumption data (Table A-2), LOX occupies 112975 gallons
(15102.56 ft3 ) of the dewar with the level of 17.71 ft. measured from the bottom
of dewar, at the beginning of replenish.
The following conditions are used as boundary conditions:
- Volumetric inflow from 8"^ return pipe is fixed, and is equal to
390 gpm.
- Heat flux (gain) through tank wall is deduced from the LOX dewar
heat load boiloff; i.e.

































Elevation (Section EL -L)










This heat flux is uniformly distributed at the lower quarter of the
dewar surface (i.e. for IZ > 12, in Figure 3-1).
- The outlet pressure of the liquid oxygen is fixed to a reference value
(9 psig). Since the flow is incompressible, this does not influence
density or the flow distribution. The liquid level time variations are
deduced from the balance of replenish outflow (525 gpm) and recirculation
inflow (390 gpm). Specifications of LOX level time variations for this
case are given in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1













TD 0 15102.56 17.71
T 1 2000 14500.96 17.27
T2 4000 13899.36 16.83
T3 6000 13297.76 16.38
T4 8.000 12696.16 15.93
T5 10000 12094.56 15 .48
"f6 12000 11492.96 15.01
NOTE:
	 Total LOX Volume Reduction
	 (for whole dewar) in 3.3 hrs = 3609.6 ft 
- Facility heat load, i.e. heat gained by LOX from dewar outlet to 8"^
return inlet, is estimated from the drain line temperature measurement
(Figure A-2). The correspondivig heat flow through 8 1'^ pipe is:
al in h in	 p in I in C  Tin
	
(3-1)
Based on the overall energy balance and the dewar outlet temperature,
the above heat flow is equavalent to a facility heat load, Q, having
the following relationship:






Tout is the dewar outlet temperature.










For Case 2, the geometry and flow conditions are the same as for Case 1.
However there are the following differences in numerical parameters.
1. Only half of the dewar is simulated due to the symmetry of both
geometry and boundary conditions imposed.
2. Finer grid distribution is used in the circumferential direction.
3. Calculation duration is extended up to 1 hours, instead of 3j hours.
Hence the calculations cover the whole replenish and also the additional
hold periods. Nine time steps are used; with AT = 2000S for the first
seven time intervals and AT = 2800S and 3000S for eighth and ninth
time steps, respectively.
Figure 3-2 shows the grid distributions. A total of 1944 (NX =12, NY =9 and NY=18)
control cells have been used. Specifications of LOX level ti time variations for
Case 2 are given in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2















TO 0 15102.56 17.71
T1 2000 14500.96 17.27
T2 4000 13899.36 16.83
T3 6000 13297.76 16.,38
T4 8000 12696.16 15.93
T5 10000 12094.56 15.48
T6 1200.0 11492.96 15.01
T7 14000 10890., 14.55
T8 16800 10050.00 13.88
T9 18800 9146.50 13.14
LOX Volume Reduction for Whole Dewar in 5.5 hrs = 5956.06 ft3
3-4
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GRID USED
























































El evation (Section E-E)



















To 0 15102.56 17.71
T1 2000 14500.96 17.27
1' 2 4000 13899.36 16.83
1 3 6000 13297.76 16.38
T4 8000 12696.16 15.93
T5 10000 12094.56 15.48
T6 12000 11492.96 15.01
T7 14000 10890.00 14.55
T8 16000 10290.00 14.07
T9 18000 9688.00 13.59
T10 19800 9146.50	 1 13.14




Specifications of Cases 3 and 4 were determined after the study of results for
Cases 1 and 2. Case 3 is identical to Case E, except for the prescription of
a constant heat load (Q =- 231,226 Btu/hr) throughout the replenish period
a (Figure	 43-	 .(	 g	 ) Grid distribution and specification of LOX level ti time variationsp 
for Case 3 are given in Figure 3-2 and Table 3-3, respectively.
TEST CASE 4
i
For Case 4, all but one condition are specified to be identical to those of
Case 3. The changed condition is the lower LOX level at the start of replenish
period such that at the end of 51 hours replenish period, LOX level is close
to the top of 8 11 ^ return pipe.. Grid distribution and specification of LOX
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Figure 3-3.	 Grid Distributions for Case 4
3-7
0Table 3-4

















TO 0 10272 14.06
T1 2000 9670.4 13.57
T2 4000 9068.8 13.08
T3 6000 8467.2 12.58
T4 8000 7865.6 12.06
T5 10000 7264 11.53
T6 12000 6662.4 10.99
T7 14000 6060.8 10.42
T8 16009 5459.2 9.839
T9 18000 4857.6 9.229
t io 19800 4315.94 8.655
NOTE:	 Total	 Volume in Whole Dewar in 5.5 hrs = 5956.06 ft3
3-8
Ichtee 3 and 4
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Figure 3-4. Facility Heat Load Variations























For each case, results are presented in the following forms.
1. Velocity vectors and liquid temperature contours at selected
horizontal and vertical planes (Appendices B, C, D and E).
2. Global parameters printout (Appendicies F to H) for the time variations
of the following quantities:
- average temperature and density;
- resident mass of liquid oxygen in the tank;
- resident thermal energy in dewar.
3. Liquid temperature ti time variation diagrams, (Figures 3-5 - 3-8);
these include temperatures near the entry (8 11 inlet), exit (1611p
outlet), and the LOX average temperature.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Velocity Distribution (Case 1)
The flow development within the LOX storage dewar is shown by velocity vector
diagrams in Appendix B. Figure U-1 presents vector diagrams for the horizontal
plane passdng through the injection point of the 8 11 ^ return pipe, and for the
vertical plane containing both inlet and outlet pipes. Figure B-1 is for t
4000 seconds. Similar diagrams for t = 12000 s are presented in Figure B-2.
The last set of diagrams are for a normal vertical plane marked as section
F-F in Figures B-5 and B-7.




1. The jet spreading and turning for the 8 1'p return pipe show
plausible trends. Three recirculation zones are created, one
above the 8 11 ^ return pipe, and the other two along the tank wall
(due to the buoyancy effect).
2. Strong flow motion is observed:
a) near the jet spreading region;
b) at the sur:.ace of LOX;
c) near the dewar tank surface; and
d) at the outlet.
3-10
4As a consequence of the nonuniform velocities,nonuniform heat
transfer coefficients are expected near the wall.
3.	 Recirculating eddies have been well developed at the late replenish
time	 (at 12000 secs).
Temperature Contours
	 Case 1
j.^ Isothermal contours at early and late times are also presented in Figures R-3,
B-4, B-6 and B-8.	 As can be seen in these diagrams, the hot zone is concentrated
in the jet region and the cola fluid is located at the bottom of dewar.
Velocity Distribution and Temperature Contours (Cases 2-4)
I Figures C-1 to C-12 through E-1 to E-12 present results of Cases 2, 3 and 4
in the same form as used for Case 1.
Effect of Grid Refinement
The comparison between Cases 1 and 2 presented in Figure 3-5 shows that
except for the liquid temperature near the 8'^ return pipe 	 the
temperatures are not sensitive to grid refinements.
j Effect of Replenish Time Duratio n
I Velocity vector diagrams for Case 2 are similar to those of Case 1.
IL I
However, the thermal boundary layer effect near the tank surface becomes
more profound at the late time, i.e.	 51 hours from replenish start.
Figures C-3 and C-11 show that all near-wall fluid moves towards the
wall and has an upward motion. 	 This indicates that at late replenish
times, thermal boundary layer type motion becomes more important than
that of inlet jet entrainment.
{A Effect of Facility Heat Loading
d	 -	 l iq u id temperature variations with timeFigures 3-6 an	 3 7 show	 i	 	  for Cases 2
and 3, respectively.	 Decrease in temperature rises in Case 2 (Figure 3-6)
is due to the reduced facility heat load used (see Figure 3-4).
Effect of Initial LOX Level




















1. An increase in temperature rise in Case 4 (as compared to Case 3,
Figures 3-7 and 3-8) is due to the sma ller LOX volume in dewar.
2. Velocity vector diagrams (Figures E-1 to E-12) are similar as in Cases
1, 2 and 3. However, the fluid motion in Case 4 is stronger that in
Case 3.
3. Temperature contours show similar patterns in all cases. However,
comparison between results of Cases 2 and 4 shows, as expected, that
the smaller LOX volume gives higher temperature level.
In all cases, exit temperature of LOX tends to approach the average temperature
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The main findings of the calculations presented in Section 3, are summarized
below.
1.	 Results of Cases 1 and 2 show that temperatures are not sensitive to
grid refinements, except for the liquid temperature near the a"^ return
basic
E
pipe.	 This provided a	 check on the numerical model.
2.	 Calculated velocity and temperature distributions for all cases show
plausible flow patterns which develop due to:	 (a) the falling liquid
level;	 (b)	 the LOX flow through 8"q, and 16"^ pipes; and	 (c) the gains
f
^ o	 heat th rough de	 wall,	 d 8"	 returnf  	 	 	 war  	 ,	 an	 ¢^	 ^ pipe.
'^	 s
$1	 Computer time requirements were modest.	 For example, 300 seconds of CPU




f The results and analysis presented in this report have demonstrated the
t
feasibility of simulating LOX flow and heat transfer details in the dewar tank
t considered.	 Such simulations can assist in the reduction of temperature
r	 i exceedances during ET system heat loadings.
^ 1	 h different 	 eat flux distributions throughFurther analys s w h wall andh	
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SUppTied Input Data for the Flow and Neat. Transfer Analysis





VAFB 0  Loading
•	 02 Dewar Heat Load Boiloff 80lb/HR.
e	 Start loading with 93% 0 2 in dewar.
•	 Assume Replenish flowrate from dewar - 525 gpm.
4	 Recirculation flow in dewar ^during replenish only) . , 390, gpm.
•	 Initial 02
 Condition - Saturated at 1 Atmosphere,
•	 02
 Dewar presurized to 9 psig at initiation of chill and remains
there-' throughout replenish.







--23B2	 'SIG	 AGENDA ITEM	 VI
VAFB L02 CONSUMPTION
PROCEDURE
	 ENGINE BLEEDS ET VENT FACILITY COOLDOWN IN ORBITER TOTAL L02
k TIME	 GALLONS/GPM GALLONS/GPM GALLONS GALLONS GALLONS
Chilldown	 425125 7,780510/36 2,585 40260
ti 17 Win)
Drain Back	 250/25 300/30 175 725
10 min
Slow Fill	 600/50 360/30 420 2,330 3,710
(12 min)
K P st Fill	 3,600/120 900/30 142,310 146,810
min) -
Topping2o400/120 600/30 700 30300 7,00
(20 min)
Replenish
	 2 ,600 120 6,150/30' T,175 37,925
(3 hr.-25 min)
L02 Storage 1,833 1,833
Tank Boiloff
4 hr-54 mint
{ Total L02	 31,750 80820 12,888 152,220 205,783
a 2 HOUR ADDITIONAL REPLENISH 22,200
Total L02 227,983
r ,
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22ND PSIG	 AGENDA ITEM VIII,I3	 TIM MEEHAN	 14
VAFI3 L112 AND L02 LOADING TIMELINE
L112 TIMELINE
C1IILLDOWN (9 MIN)
SLOWFILL (24 MIN)	 Mcarp








^IIILLDOWN (17 MIN) 	 I^
DRAINIIACK ( 5 MIN)
SLOWFILL ( 12 MIN)	 w
FASTFILI, (30 MIN)M
TOPPING ( 20 MIN)
	
m"
REPLENISII ( 3 11R 25 MIN)
ADDITIONAL 11OLD
CAPABILITY (2118)
START OF L0 2 LOADING ' I	 S'T'ART OF REPLENISII	 NORMAL LAUNCH TIME


















PAUSE	 SECONDS RELATIVE TO 1984t17di1a14 j i 0  0
PACE a


























=	 r	 ^.	 r	 r.. .^..	 y.r	 w•	 w	 •
ft
1
Elevation (Section E-E)	 "%r"-let Vel ocity 0.32 ft/sac
z	 t_
Figure B,1 Velocity Vector Diagrams at t = 4000s
Velocity Vector
VMAX _ " " c4./---








Elevation (Section E-E) 	 Cutlet 'VE;lrlr, 4;, - 0.81.9 ft/sec





Figure B-4 Temperature Contours at t = 12000s
^_	 r





















VMAX 0.38 ft/sec	 Cases	 t = 4000s





i	 ♦ 	 ♦ 	 ,	 , r, r	 •	 P	 ♦ 	 I	 f	 1	 10.83 ft	 i
	
I	 •
Outlet Velocit1 , a 0,82 ft/sec
Figure 6-'5 Velocity Vectors at t = 4000s
Te^n erature OR
	
















Figure 6-6 Temperature Contorus at t = 4000s
uv





VMAX	 0.4 ft/sec 	 Elevation (Section F ..F)
	





^	 \	 1	 1 1 1 1	 e	 /
Cutl et Vel ocity
	 0.819 ft/sec










	 t = 12000s















Results (Velocity Vector Diagrams







Velocity Vector	 CASE 2








^	 ^	 ^ ^	 16.83 ft
\ ♦ \	 \ \ \ 1 ^ `^ -•. .ter ^®® /
Outlet Velocity	 0.79 ft/sec
Elevation (Section E-E)
I	 A
Figure C-1 Velocity Vector Diagrams at t = 4000s
Velocity Vector
VMAX = 0.45 ft/sec



















Outlei Velocity = 0.81 ft/secElevation (Section E-E)
? 1j
	






















Outlet Velocity	 0.807 ft/sec
y Figure C-3 Velocity Vector Diagrams at t = 19800s
t	 4000sTemperature °R	 CASE 2
Contours (1.11	 hrs)
1	 163.50








` Elevation (Section E-E)






























Figure C-5 Temperature Contours at t = 12000s
.P,
Temperature OR
































	 Temperature Contours at t = 19800s S








•	 .	 /	 i	 i	 I	 /
( 	 1	 1	 I	 i	 ,r
^	 I	 r	 I
j s	 I
Outlet Velocity = 0.79 ft/sec
Figure C-7	 Velocity Vectors at t = 4000s
Elevation
	 (Section F-F) CASE 2
Temperature °R
Y






3	 163.70 _	 3
4	 163.80
5	 163.90 2 16.83 ft
1
Figure C-8	 Temperature Contours at t = 4000s
af	 CASE 2




Outlet Velocity = 0.81 ft/sec
f
'Figure C-9 Velocity Vectors at t = 12000s
=j



































Outlet Velocity	 0,807 ft sec
I




Elevation (Section F-F) 	 CASE 2








17	 16	 13.14 ft
16







Graphical	 Results (Velocity Vector Diagrams






















Outlet Velocity = 0.829 ft/sec
Figure D-1
	 Velocity Vector Diagrams at t = 4000s
Jt
Velocity Vector	 CASE 3












Elevation (Section E'-E)	 Outlet Velocity . 0.8055 ft/sec













'i1- ^	 ^	 ,,	 .	 . . ^ '	 ••	 .	 .^	 ^	 13.14 ft
Elevation (Section E-E) 	 Outlet Velocity = 0.804 ft/sec
Figure D-3 Veloci-ty Vector Diagrams at t = 19800 S
Case 3
	

























Temperature Contours at t = 4000s
G	 ' Temperature 0
 CASE 3 t = 12000s
(3.33 hrs)
Contours















































Case 3	 t = 19800 S(5.5 hrs)
Y
Elevation (Section E-E)
Figure D-6 Temperature Contours at t = 19800 S
1j
t






.	 I • . s ♦ w
r
I	 I ! , ^ ^
L
f	 f " I / . I'I
Outlet Velocity = 0.829 ft/sec

























	 /	 ,,	 r	 r	 w	 r	 ^^
^.	 Outlet velocity = 0.8055 ft/sec











Fijur& M O Temperature Contours at t = 12000s
l
Y



















VMAX	 0.49 ft/sec Case 3
t = 19800 S
Elevation
	 (Section F-F) (5.5 hrs)
Y
RK
^r	 I	 t	 I 	 ,Y	 ^.-
.	
.r . 13.14 ft
I	 i	 Ile 	 i
1	 1	 !	 ^	 f
Outlet Velocity - 0.804 ft/sec
Figure D-11	 Bel ocity Vectors at t = 1980Gs
_	 I
Elevation
	 (Section F-F) Case 3
Y










19 166.00 16 13.14 ft
15






Graphical Results (Velocity Vector Diagrams



























, Elevation (Section E-E)	 Outlet Velocity = 0.84 ft/sec
Figure E-1 Velocity Vector Diagram at t = 4000s
M





Elevation (Section ::-E)	 Outlet Velocity = 0.812 it/sec
E
Velocity Vector
VMAX = - -_ _.










Vel oci ty Vector










	 r	 , 	 1/Vb'n	 F
















El evation (Section E-E;	 Outl et Vet oci t;; , = 0.826 ft/sec
Figure E-3 Velocity Vector Diagrams at t = 19800s
i
Case 4


















































1 q2 '165.6E13 165.70
14 .165.75
15 165.8C













Temperature oure Ra	 (^	 Case 4
	 t R 19600 S
(6.5 hrs)
Contours
x	 16	 167,05	 }
r	 17	 167.10
18	 6715 







26	 167,55	 2	 1
27	 67.60 


















































♦ 	 • • . r	 ♦ 	 4-
ou
CD
Outlet Velocity = 0.84 ft/sec




Figure E-8 Temperature Contours at t = 4000s
4	 ..41..
l ..	 n	 p
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..
t`
}	 VMAX	 0.46 ft/sec	 Case 4
Elevation (Section F-F)	 t = 12000 S
Y	 (3.33 hrs)
i i i	 s	 i	 r i
3 	
.♦ ° 	 4
`	 Outlet Veloci ty = 0.8128 ft/sec



















-^	 1?	 165.60	 0')












Elevation (Section F-F) Case 4
t = 19800 S
(5.5 hrs)


























Outlet Velocity	 0.826 ft/sec


















MASS	 iNH,Uw HAM (LUM /S) ^	 a^12'lLtu1





LUX WJM	 ) -	 1 r U3uE+p6
VIAL	 Lux	 VL1k.UME (F'r* *S) 1.456E +04
f Ul AL	 HA8shENI N (ki f U 6eti3oEtoy
AVkHAGl	 Uk: ►VSY I Y	 WsM /F i*-A3) =	 7, I 04 U 
AVERAGE	 'i EM PE;R A TURL (	 R') 1,635HO+
MASS	 1 NF LUW	 RA rE (Li)PI/S) =	 6 4,125k+Q 1
MCUJL IEU UUTFLUW (L,bM/b) -6;14UM
lw 4 MASS OF LU X (LBM	 ) =	 4;666E+05
NtAL LUX VOLUME (PT**;) =	 i:390E +04
iUTAL.	 MASS*kNTM (810	 ) 6^^ei^+o7
AVEHAOL	 UE:NSITY	 (LbM /Ft**3) M	 7,09$LE 01
AVEHAUE	 leMPERATURE (	 'R') ?	 19'63IE+02
MASS	 INPON
 RA TE. (LHM/b) -	 69124L+01
QALCULA16U	 OUTFL I)k (LEE/8) -6 i2^Oui
1UT AL 	 MASu OF	 LUX (03r , 	) ^4^ih+U5
10iAL	 LUX	 VULUME (1'1 **3) -	 ipi30L+04
MAL	 MA	 ,s *E rIIH (1310	 ) 6 284E+01
AVLRAGF UEPSITY	 Q.HM /f'l**3) G	 7 :09n	 iii
AVERAGE
	 I E:MPLRA'WRE (	 H ' ) -.	 14'64UE +02
MASS	 JNPF (J W RATE	 (LHM /S)	6,122E+01
	
ALCULATED OUTFLOW ' (L.HM/S) 	 d4 i0A40 i
fUTAL ' MASS OF LOX	 (LE3M	 1	 =	 8,'9	 E+q5
iOi-AL Lux VULUME
	
(^ 1 **3)	 12IOE404
iUTAL HAGS*ENTH	 (BTU ) = 6:009L+01
AVERAGE UENSITY W3H /Fi**3) = 7.0664+01
AVERAGE IEMPFRATURF (	 H )	 1.644 +68
MASS	 IN FLUW KATE	 tl-HM/;!)	 6.120E+U1
	
GALGUL A
 TEO UU TFLUW (LHM/S)	 -8 a 0 11 E+U 1
	
iUTAL MASS OF LUX	 (LOO )	 = 5 564E+05
	iUr AL, LUX VULUME
	 (V [**3)
	 -	 1.904Lfu 4
iUTAL M ASS*ENTH
	 031U ')	 ..	 5.712E+07
AVERAGkr DENSITY (LBM/h r**3) = 7;oaa+Oi
	AVERAGE 1 EMPER A TUBE ( 'R)
	 1;641E+02
PIASS
	 INPLLIW	 RATE (LHM /S) ..	 6. 115k+U1
CALC(JLATED
	 Uu'rFLr)w (LSM /S) 8,U91L+U#
TUrAL	 1108 OF	 LUX (Lbm	 .	 ) 8.1S2L +US




	 (LKM /Fr**3) =	 79016E+01
AVERAGE	 I E'.MPERA i URE t,

















t = 1 0000s
t = 12000s
Table F-1




MASS	 114F LLIvi 	RA re	 ( KIJ*/S)  =	 19t(l I
CALCULAIED UUIFLQ	 (KG/S) = n3,7UbEfO1
TOTAL MASS OF WX	 (KG
104 
LUX 
VULUI •Ik	 (mA*3) 7	 t	 2000s101A1 MA68*^^Ntll 	 (4UVLES)	 7420iLf1u
AVLHAUL
AVERAGE 1EMPERATURe	 K	 90'0?2E+fl
MAss	 INFLow RATE	 (KQ/S)	 2o776E+01
tALCULA'tEU OUTFLOW	 (K(; /$)'	 39' 69^k+01
TOTAL MASS OF LUX	 R(7,	 )	 4;414&+05





, E$)	 6 913E410
AVLRAc; F- DENSITY (KG/M*^3	 )	 131L403
AVERAGE 1EMPERATURE t K )	 9:044k+dl
I	 MASS' INFLOH	 RATE,	 (KG/S)	 2.7776+U1 *li 
LALCUL.A 10 UUIFLU N 	 (KG/8)	 -3.083k+61
MAL MOS (IF' LUX	 (KG	 4 211k4U5
MIAL Lux VULUME	 (N"3)	 3	 t 6000s
IWAL HA8S*F.NTH	 J UUL E 8	 6m6^-Aflo
AVLRA(;L OLI;I SITY (KG/h**3	 1, 136E+03
AVERAGE iEMPLRAJURP.	 K	 9 113 k
MASS	 INPLUIN 	 RATE	 (KG/8)	 2.7766+01'''
CALCULATED UUTFLow	 (KU/S)	 -3f*6j5R+01
JUTAL mA88 OF LUX	 t G	 4,080E+05
TOTAL LUX VOLUME	 (M**3)	 37MtAL HOS*ENTH	 (JOULES) -- 6 '33j4E+jo t 8000s
AVERAGL UENSITY (KG/M**3
AVERAGE iEMPERAIIJRE	 K	 99'132E+o i






f,	 T"UtAL MASS OF L LJX	 (KG	 8 4 E+06
3.* 42$F.` +02 t	 IOOOOSTUIAL Lux voLumE	 0**3) =
WAL m­ A$S*EN1H	 WUULLS)	 6.; 042E+10
AVERAGE OEOsir y (KG/hI**3
	




INI'WH RATE	 (KG/$)	 4q174E+01"
LALCULWTEU UUTFLOW	 (KG/S)	 3612E+61
701AL MASS OF LOX	 ( K G	) = 3, 688L+05
TOTAL LUX VULUME	 (M**3)	 3,^5bL+02*
WEAL HAS5*^-WT	 ULIH	 (JLM	 50149K.+io	 t 12000s
AVLRAUL I)EN811Y (KWMA k S )
AVERAGE 1EMPERATURE.	 t	 K
Table F-2









Global Parameters Printouts of Test Case 2
I
I I1
MASS	 iNPLUW RATE	 (LHM/ g ) a 3j064E+0i
CALCULXT^ D (JUMUW (LBM /8) m44`64446i
tOTAL MASS UP Lox	 (LBM	 ) $ W40S















MASS	 INFLOW RATE	 (LBM/8) a 3*063E+01
GALCV40EU O U T FL O W 	(LS M/ s) "309? 4 61
TOTAL MASS OF LUX	 (LBM 4;933E+05
fOtAL W X VOL UME 	 QT**3) o 6;950	 403 t	 4 . 000 St OfA L 	 M A ss *ENTH	 (Btu) = ^ }`iE+67
AVERAGEUEN$ITY
	
(LHM/Pf**3) 6 1 :998ml
AVkkAGE	 1EMP^RATURE	 (	 R'} i ili3	 EFb£
j MASS	 INP^UW RATE	 (LSM/S)




^3;^d	 T	 TO!NfAL MASS [?F LUX
	
(Lpm




	 ( 4; t* *3) = 6i649R403fOfAL:	 MASS *ENTH
	 (Btu	 ") t = 6000 S
AVERAUL	 OEN$ITY
	
;L,SM/Ft**3) a ^^09	 E t0^
AVtRAOE,
	 IEMPERAtURE
	 (	 R'} l;^46E^0
i
` MASS	 IN^L.UW	 R ATE	 (LSM /S) 3 061E+01
tALCULATO OUTFLOW	 (LBM/8) i
' Nf AL' M ASS OF LUX	 (Lbm	 ) e 4,498E +VS
TWAL LUx VOLUME	 (VT**3)




3^(104E+6^ t = 8000 SG AVERAGL	 DENSITY	 CfBM/Ft**3) = 7^086C40i








(LO M /$) = -, 061 M
IOAC MA88 UP Lox	 (L BH	 ) 4 ,'Ue	 +cis
t	 10000 StutAL
	 L.UX	 VOLUME	 ( F T **3) 6	 0 4IE +03








(	 R-) i l;641E46a
Table 6-1







MASS JNPLUW RATE (LOM/8) = 3^U^^^+^1
OL,CUL,ATED UUTFLOW (LOM /8)
1004 MASS OF 4OX (LBM	 ^4 ^ Q 6Ef ^^a
TurAl l.aX vaLuM	 (^T **3)	 =,rud3
NiAL. WS*E N T H 	 O T11 * ^	 2^ T U
AVERAGL UEMOITY (46M/Ff**3)	 7U 6 p^
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE ( R -) = 1 %0402
t = 12000 S
t = 14000 S
t = 16800 S









CALCULAT ED OUTFLUW (L8M/$)	 "30M+01
fUTAL M05 OF LQX (LBM ) a 398$U40S
TVAL Lox V OL UME	 (F t**3) _ S i 446L403
tUtAL. MASS*ENTH ( BTU ) 2;587E+07
AVERAC;k OENSITY (L,BMi'F't**3) = IvOii-f4t
AVLHAOt 1EMPEHATURE ( H ) = 1 w6a,31+02
MASS	 114PLOW	 RA TE (LBM /0 3	 05IE4U1
L ALCuLATEO	 (JU tFLUW (LBM /S) ^390441E+01NTAL, M ASS OF	 LO X (L8M	 ) =	 $r55( +05
I'OtAL.	 LUX	 VO LUME (PT * *3) 5 002SE4 03
tUTAL.
	
M ASS*ENTH Wu ) ^	 2,^90E^t1^
AVERAGL UEN61TY
	 (LBM /Ft**3) =	 1^ 06 ^ of
AVERAGE	 TEMPERATURE (	 R	 ) 1;656E402
MASS	 INF4UW RATE (LBM/8) m	 30n55E401
CALC(JLA'TEU
	 OUTFLOW (L,8M /9) i	 *30^8^^^U 1
NTAL. MASS (IF LUX (LHM	 ) =	 3;299E+05
Wt AL. LUX	 VO LUME (PT**3) 41'$t4 +03
1'UtAL. WS *ENTH (8TU	 ) i	 2 jt6kWj
AVERAGE.	 DENSITY	 (LBM /^ T **3) fi 1'061kM
AVERAOL	 TEMPERATURE (	 R	 ) 1965OE469
Table G-2
Gl obal Quantities Printout for Half LOX Tank - Case 2
(British Units)
:c
MASS	 INFLwUW	 RATE (KG %S) 1 *3$9:+01
( GALGUL.fED OUTPOW (018) = "2006EM






1 g tA^ H08*ENTH (JOUL,M i 3 j6O	 10	 t = 2000 S
6 AVERAQ6 UEMSITY	 (KG /R*^3	 ) i^,1	 +0
AVERAOR	 iEHPERATURE t '	 K	 ) ^,d	 +p
...	
M ASS	 (NPI.UW	 HATE ` ( KG/8) 1j389E+0 1
C:A4QULATeD OUTFWW (KG/$) » "i;760R+01
f' NIAL, MM OF OX (KG	 ) ^ 2,;^^7^+cif
NtAL; LOX YQJ UME (M**3)
TUTAL HASS*ENTH (JOUL.ES) » 30M410	 t - 4000 S
g
A VeR AC6	 DENSITY	 (KG /^**3'	 ) 1	 i31E^0
AWA^^ TEMPERAIURE t `	 K	 ) ^ '^ 094E+0 1
MASS	 iNFOW	 HATE (KG/S f ^ ` ^ rt^^^^FO! T ..
	 ..
CAL CUL.AfED	 OU1'FL(1W (KG /S) i w^^	 01
1'C;IAL,
	
MASS	 OF	 LO X (KG	 ) = 20384 05
f Nf At
	
LUX VO LU ME ( M **3) = i , SU 44 g
TOTAL;	 MASS*ENTH (JOULES) 3 j^W+io	 t - 6000 S
AVERAOL	 (DENSITY	 (KG /M**3	 ) » 10 136E+03{ AV ERAO^	 tEHP RATURE ( ^ 	K i 1 14E401.... 9. _.
MASS	 INFLOW	 RATE (KO/8) ^ 1+3SSEf6i "
CA(QULArEO OUTFLOW (KG18) » ^+
-
7
TOTAL.' MAeS	 OF	 LUX
T	 Y	 L:..Lux, VU(^UME
(KG	 )
(M* *3) iti 2 A^ 40$
tOtAL	 HASS*ENTH (JOULES) = 3« ib 4io	 t = 5000 S
AVERA96	 uENSxTY
	
(KG/H **3 	) » i^'i+0
{i AVEkA^k	 1 EMPERA TUBE (	 K	 ) » y ,, i ;	 k^ O i
f
►SAS$	 INFLUW
	 RATE tKV,9) = 1#388E+O i -
tAL,C'ULAM ()UTF'LC)W (KCB/S) » "J"196E401
f N14 MA SS UP Lax (KG	 ) a 1 jv42W$NtAL; L UX VOLUME (M*ft^) 1 A ^ i^^+off






AVERAGE	 T^MPtRATURE t	 K	 ) » I	 JSOE+l i
Tab1 e .G - 3
2Global Quantities Printout for Half LOX Tank. 	 Case	 ,
MASS	 INFLUW	 RATE; (KG/95 =	 14361"^bi^
GALCUL.	 TED UUTF' UW (KG/S) wi;80 4E+61
fUYAL MASS UP LUX (KG
tUtAL LUX VOLUME (H**3)
NTAI MASS*ENTH (JUULE.S) 2;1VE410
A VERAGE	 DE NSITY	 (KG /M*W ) i; WE403
AVERAGE	 MMF tRATURE C 	 K	 ) 9;18iE+01
t = 14000 S
i.^ 3E36E^g 1y
i6i0E+6S






w 2; 296E4 i 0 t = 19500 S
m
MASS INFt UW WE ' (KGM
uAt~ VOTED OUTF LO W 	 (KG /8) a Mi;806^f^i1 07 AL MASS UE LUX	 (KG	 i l'6 44 40S
tufA4 LUX VOLUME	 (M**3)	 i,621E+O^
T OT AL. hi $*E»NTH ( JO ULES) M R,E315M0
AVERAGE DENSITY (KG/M* 3 p	=	 i i 4~ 0
AVERAGE 1 EMPERATURE ( K ) =	 N b6E ^











QALCUL M0 QUTFL OW	 (KC /S)
tOTALn MASS UE t UX
	 (KG )
tUtAL. Lox vuLuME	 (H**3)
TOtAL 'mW6*ENTH	 (JUU4 ES)




MASS INFL UW RATE
	
(KVS)
CA[ CUL AT"E.0 OUTFLOW
	 (KG/S)
f0f AL MASS OF LUX
	
(XG )
TCJTAL LOX VOLUME	 (M**3)
TOAD MASS*E;NtH
	 (JUULES)









MASS	 INP L IJW	 ELATE
	
(LBM/S) » # 0636E:;+U 1
CALCULWT'EU QUIFLOW	 Mh /S) " 4;6^$4^401
TU TAL MARS OF WX	 (Lem	 )I	 AL	 W X 	 V ULVMI.	 (^'t **3) i 501$26 7,2$06 M t	 2000 S
M AL MASS *EOH	 (610 `) ii ^; 4 i l4e+ul
AVERAG4	 OE NSXTY	 (LBM /F I'**3) 6 NiO64Mi
AVERAGR	 TEMPERATURE	 4	 R') „' p$	 ^it;^F
MASS	 I NrLQ W RATE	 (LBM/S) 3#,U626E+Q#
CALCU 1 ATEb	 O U1'E= C,UW	 (LBM/B) -4vilM+iii
IOAL MASS UP Lux	 (^ BM	 ) ^ ^4'915St+0S
tUTAL Lux	 VOLUME	 Q7'**3) 60498E+03 t	 4000 S




AVERAGE	 TEMPERATURE	 (	 R	 )
= tOUMM
116346E+02
MA6S INP LIJW	 RATE 3	 616E+ p i
wnM wr U i^ "'n ^	 D	 ^U I1"L IJ !t	 ^hLS1'1 ^^l
N I AL	 M ASS OF






4; N.VeM = 6000 S
W(AL LOX VOLUME
	 (F l **3) 6;64g0L+0S
WTAL M A5$*ENN	 Ow	 ) 39, 1366E407
AVkRAGL
	 UENSZ TY
	 (LW0F 1 **;) 'l; Q96Gt +U i
AARAGE	 j EMPEHATURE
	 (	 R') w i o6 q ^SMa
MASS	 1NE= LU ►q!	 PA TE 	(LBM/S) 3$ 0 606E +0 i
CALCULATED	 OU IFLUW	 (E..UM/S) ►-31'986 6E+61
fOfAL	 MASS	 LiF
	 Lux	 (LEIM	 ? 4 ;SO4i ^+05
fIr3TAL
	 Lux	 VOLUME 613482 LM t = 8000 S
fOIAL MASS*EN T H	 tE U 21'9499EW
AVRRAGL









C.ALCuL,ATED	 OUTFLOW	 (I H M/S) "41,9806EM
Tui'AL	 MASS	 Or	 LUX	 (L	 H 4 *8896 405
Wf'AL LUX VOLUME	 (KT**S) = 6	 047+AIr
	
3 t = 10000 S
NfAL	 MASS*ENT'H	 (9ITU	 .) ^:8615t'"+07
AVERAGL U^NSiTY
	 (LDM%Ft**3) 7^6861E^Oi
AVERAGE	 IEMP	 RATURE	 (	 * R	 ) i w6434k^02
Table	 -
	 H	 1







UALCULA I LD (W FLOW (L UM/S) -30 839L+6 1
IWAL M ASS OF LOX	 ( L OM	 ) 4;Qb44E*6$
Tt IAL. LU X 	 VULWIF	 (FI**3) S#706003	 t - 12000 S
tOiAL MA88*ENTH	 (UTU	 ) » 2o1R	 +0?
AYLRAGE	 UE NOIT Y 	 (L6t0 PI**S) 70'06i5EM
AVERAOE	 1EMPE,R A 1URE 	 C	 R	 ) » 1e6464^402
MASS	 lIJFLUW BATE
	 MUM/s) 3	 0575E+01
C ALCUL A TEU
 UUTFLUW	 (L t3M /s) » "3*9654^401
WTAL MARS OF
	 LUX	 ( L 8M	 ) - ;853 iE +05	
= 14000 SIUiAL LUX VO LUM E 	 (PTAW » 5R4458E403
1UTAL WS*kNtH
	 (BTU	 ) » 90,58SIEW
AVERAOL	 UENSx 1 Y	 (I BM/F t**3) = 10016SE	 c31
AVLkAVE	 (EMPERA WRE
	 (	 P * ) i i,6444E+Oa
MASS	 INFLUW KALE
	
(Lb M /S) .. 3l0569E+Qt
CALCULATED	 UUTFt._UW	 (LBM/5)
TUTA+	 MASS OF LUX	 (LHM	 ) =
w3#4611E+01
A	 +QSe63J^E
t = 1600O S
TUtAL, LUX	 V UL UME	 (rl**3) » 5, 1OOLQ $
TUtAL	 MASS*F,NTH	 (B1U	 )
AVERAGE	 UEN311Y	 (L8M/FT **3)
» 2,4442E407
7r0712E+t)1
AVERAGE	 1E,MPLRATURE	 (	 R	 ) w 1 ,6594E +62
M
MASS	 INFL,UW	 RATE	 (LSM/u) 3	 0559E +0l





	 LCIX	 (Lbm	 ) » ^4	 . qE^4j WtAL LUX VOLUME
	 ( p 7* *$) » 4m'8442E401	 t - 18000 S
TOT AL; 	 ► AS *ENTH	 (BTU	 ) » 2 '30^1Etp^
AVE.RAGk	 V ENSITY
	 (L8H'PT* *3) c 662E	 ^1{ AY^RAUa	 1E MPERATUR
	 t	 R	 ) 1 mW4M2
MASS	 1111 LWI	 HATE	 (LSM/S) = 3 0
 0550E+01
CALCULATED OQTFLUW
	 0-+HM1S) » .4^6oibE
+01.
TUtAL,	 MOS	 OF	 LUX	 ((„8M t 19800 SWTAL
	
Lux	 VULCJMEr 	 (F1*,► 3) 4457$5E403
r TUTAL	 BASS*kN TH 	 (HTU	 ) 211894 07
AVERAGE OENSItY
	 (LHM r 	 i'* *3) » 1061AM











MASS	 IPJ FLUW 	 RATE (KG/8) " l ' $H45	 UT"
UALCUL'A IED OUIPL UW MIS) - 8"0976+01
TO TAL mA8s OF LQX (KG	 ) 9,03WMjUJAL LUX	 VUI,UM" (HA*3) 4 2;0%31402	 t = 2000 S
101 AID 	 HA88 *E NN I H (JOULE,S ) 3; S964E+ t O
AVt KAGL	 0ENSI1 Y	 (KG /Fl*, Y	 ) 10182S403 
AVERAGE iEOL RATUR (	 K	 ) ^ g^U^S^^^^^
MASS	 14100U w 	 RAIE (KG /6) ^ I<^389UE +u1 	"
CALCULATED UUT FLUVI (KGj8)
WTAL MASS OF LUX (KG	 ) +^M	 S3	 q^
t0tAL LUX VOLUME (mA*3) i: 1 9'9619	 +OP.	 t - 4000 S
YUTA^
	
MASS*EN T H (JUUL.	 S) 3	 4	 3.	 i U
AVF^ALi~.MF'fI A1'U (	 K	 ) y, u	 1^
MASS	 1NF4UN	 RATE (KG/9) 1 »3886tH;+U1
a ^ALCU4ATLU OUTFLOW (KG/3)
101AL MASS Ur 0JX (KG 2i14oft+u5
i0AL LUX VULUME 0* *.3) t = 6000 S 
1 01AL	 NABS*ENIH (JUUL^S) = ag3^E^ tlk +1^3
AVERAUL
	 D F-NSITY	 ^f G /M**3	 ) I A 1	 b^	 ^'l^3
f





.; 1i388jE+0Ax . .
CA4CULATEU
	 utjTFL()w (KG/S) = ^.1	 a	 ^^ 1
f fUTAL	 MARS ^Jr, 	 LQx {KG	 ) = 800417t+os
3
NtA[„ _Lux VUL UME (M**3) -.





1 # 1350t+ p3
11	 ,x .#O1(	 K	 ) g,
a mASS
	 FATE (KG/S) w °	 1 r38' ^	 1




















I~	 :RATURR ("	 K	 ) 9M 1	 " p	i	 a
Table H-3





f	 MASS I NFLOW RACE	 (KG/S) d
MCUL ATErD OUT F QW	 (K(;/S) ^► 1,I^^b4E +Ui
(	 ,J014 MA 58 OF LUX	 (KG ) =I 	^ , 5^1^^^ F 5	 t	 12000 S
1t)fAE.. LUX VOL UMk	 tM**3) =	 1 » 	 r	 +
NTA1 HAN$*ENTH	 WOULt$)	 2 870E410
AVERAGE DENSITY (KG /M*• 3 ) =	 t1$4 2E+0 1




(KG/8)	 93568 +01 •.
	
I
CAI_CULa J*EU UU tF'L OW
	
(XG/9)	 r 795AE +c^
TWA( MASS UP LUX
	 (KG ) a i;747'^^:+05
TUi AL, Lux VULUME	 (M**3) ^	 i Q 5421E40	 t = 14000 S
tQtAL MASS*E~NTH	 (JO U LES  ^ X2 0 12	 4,10
AVE RAG6 OLOITY (KG/h**3' )
	 i i. ;3.^E Fps
AVER AGE i EMP^RA T URt ( K) i 9 o 1 WE+1^ i'
^k	 MASS - INPL,U W 	RATE . 	(KG/S)
CrAInCUL.ATE°.D OUTFLOW	 (KG/S) a -,I 790E+01
MALT MASS O F L,Ux	 (KG ) = i ;6560E"M
.T(OAL Lux VUL,oE	 (H**,3) =	 i o4569L+QQ
T'W"TA6 MA S'S*E'NTH
	
(JUUL 6_8)	 X576& .+1^	 t = 18000 S
AVERAGE  UENSITY (K('7 /M**3	 ) i:	 i o l$ S ,+03
t	 AVE RAGE tEMPERAI'UML t K ) w 90 800E' WT
MASS JNFJ,u p
 BATE
	 (KG/$]	 i,3S59 ^ +pi
GALCUL„A?E+LJ C1U1FLClW
	 (K^/S)	 ^i ^	 ^iE E~ +p iIO L, MASS OF L U.x	 (KG	 a	 5 ^d +g5TOAL LUX VOL UME	 (H**S)	 1 3^i^^+E^^
	 ^ = 18000 ST01AL , M ASS *EN1'fi
	 WU UL, E^S)	 2^ 0W+ iU
AVERAGL OE`ojTy (KG/M**3
	 )	 i,^i i	 +C]3
AVkRAGE; 't ^MPLRA TUREw•
	 t - K )^	 a i9bSE;+fEI
C.;
MAS,^ 1141 L.U W RATE	 tK  8	 1 »: 55E+pi
MCULWTED 1.)01 FLUW
	
(KG/S)	 -t ;v,46e +0j
TUT AL. M A83 OF L (JX	 (KO )	 1 ^4646E +O^
f OAL, LUX VUL UMJ	 (H**3)	 1 0, 215I foo	 t - 19800 S
TOAL. HA:J8* ENTH
	 WovU ES)	 2,22962E+10
AVE RAGL dEN811 • Y (K(; /N **3	 J a	 i , i; i^^iE *p,
AV ERAGE r E MPE;fdA i` URE	 (	 K J =	 9 a 9121E +01 A
Tab i o H,_4
Global Quantities Printout for Half LOX Tank - Case 3
(S.Z. Units)
{
,_T—`-----'_"'^^---.-:•".	 -.-,..,_n. .. ..,., -,-.5"^.^..
'"T;"' .....::'rv'""",r",'""...
	
.. .. GMs.. r,-r..`-;•^	 _
n.	 a

MASS	 INFLOW	 RATE: (LHM/S3 ^ 3^g6^S^FU1
GAl CUL 'ATEU OUTFLOW
TU rAL MASS OF L UX (IBM	 ) 3' 4.354E+0S
E MAL LUX VOLUME (FT*.*3) w 4 ;(1Wt+03
NiAL HASS*LNTH (kTU	 ) ^ 2,27'94' W
AVERAGE	 OENSITY	 (L.	 M/F t**3) 7 104 AM
AVERAGE	 I EMPERA tURE (	 Ft	 ) = 1 ; b^3^^ f 6^2
MASS	 1Nf LLIw	 KATE (LUN/S) 3.062bE+01
C
CALCULATED
	 ()UTFLsaw (1 B11/") ^ •4.^^i^b^FUi
TRIAL,	 P1A^S	 OF	 LUX (LHII	 ) .^ 3;	 ^BbF:	 Una
fUTAL ^OX
	 VOLUME
fOTAL.	 MASS *ENTH (BTU	 ) -- c,. t400E.*p7
o ' AveRAGL	 utNSIT Y 	 (LHM /P t **3) = ?009?3L+0 t
! AVERAGE	 it MPERA T QRE, (	 'R	 ) w 1 k b372s`~ 08
MAS S 	 110L!Jw	 RAVE (L	 rl/8 +01
CALCL)L	 TEt)	 QUTF
	 ON
IE° TUYAL MASS OF
	
LUX (I..bM	 ) ^~
rc)fiAl*
	 i^cax	 vULUME cF	 *A3) ;	 3^
WiAL MA58 *EN aT	 i (I^TI)	 ) ^ ^	 p u	 I	 U3A VERA GL 	 UEN$17Y





	 110LOW	 RAIE (L.H M /S) = 3.U6U+^EFU)
CALCUL A tED	 UUIFI-Q) 4 (LBm/S)
—3;986jMj
t^ IOtA^	 LUX	 VULUML (E'1* *3) 3;9334E43
fUrAL
	
MA88*E.1 ,11H (8 -1 	 ) x 1	 630 07
° AVERAGE.	 UEmSTTY
	 (L.HM /F t* *3) 7o08AOL^6j
AVL:RAGE	 IEMFA ERA1 (JRE (	 R	 ) = ^.	 4	 aE	 ;a
.,4
MASb	 INI*Ll.l y^	 KATE: (L t°irt/'S) ..^ 0598E+a ^#.
CALCULAl-ED UUTFLUa (4_f`1M/$) -$3 1046^40i
WTAL. M 05 OF l UX (t.Bl`i ,`	 U4 :^L7
WTAL	 LUX Yo[,UME. (rT**3) = 3; h 32^^^s)3
T	 ` TUTAL	 HA9S*kNT'ti (BTU	 ) ^= X72	 6E^rt3^
AVERAOL	 O EN$ITY	 (L.BH /FIi, *3) 7,UMEM
AVEPA4E	 1 EMPERATt,I RE (	 R	 ) == 1 f'6496F,+p2
r
Tabl e I :_1
Global Quantities printout for Half LOX Tank - Case 4
{ (British
Units)
t = 2000 S
t = 4000 S
t=6000S
t = 8000 S
























	RAII (011 lS) =	 305499+01
CAI CUL,A`LED	 OUTFLOW (LHM/S) =	 »4,f)	 0b	 +^^
'rU'TALw	 MASS	 OF	 0JX (0311 	) =	 ^^7	 bG^	 ^U
WTAL LUx VOLUME (F 1 **3) 2 762001
fO j AL 	 MASS*EN1H c0 	 ) =	 I : 3 0 ^ 5 E ^ 0 7
AVEf AGL	 UcP15iiY
	 ft,6hi /F 1' **:i) (gU644E+0i
AVLRA(*
	
IEMPERATLJR2 (	 R	 ) I A6622E+d9
MASS	 1NFLUW WE (L611/8) 3N0559:+0 1
GALCULA III)	 QU t F'LLJw (LDM/S) = -4 A U 435E+0 i
TUTAL	 MASS	 CIF	 LUX (L6M	 ) ^71ise+05
tOIAL	 LUX	 VLaI,	 ME (rlk *3) =	 2042959+6$
10AL HA^8*ENiH (6TO	 ) =	 loi6i$E+bt
AVEHAGE	 0ENSZ TY	 (LHM /F T**3) =	 7' m 0460401
AVER AGE 	 1EMPERA1URE (	 fi * ) 196611k+0 ^
MASS	 4 Ni L()w RA t F.
	
( LHM /S)	 3,055 E.+01
CAL,C()LATEU ouTFLOW (03M /S)
	 -44'0609t^Ql
TOTAL mir1 s OF L.()x	 (.L6M	 )	 RS A { +U'
i" UT AL Lux VULUMI	 (^ t*^,3)
	 =	 ^; i567t'M^U:^Wt A L VI AaS*ENJH
	 (6to )
	 =	 t ;"0 43^+6
AV(-RA ► L UENSITY (LBM/F 1**3)
	 fi4u ^	 cii




MASS	 1 1 44 I-LI1V RA If:	 0.01 /8)
CALCt)L' tLU 00 PLOW (LOO/S)
TOTAL 11 05 OF LOX	 (l.I3M
DUI AL Lux VULUNIk
	
(F I **3)
MAL hASS*ENIH	 H 	 )
AVERAUL UENS11Y (1 DID/F1**3)
AVERAGE IEMPERA W RE ( I, )
MASS INFLOPI RATE MOM /S)
CALCU L A TED OUTFLQw (L:bM/S)





AVERAOE UENS17 Y (LBM/F i'**S )
AVEPAGE 1 EMPERATURE ( R )
t = 16000 S
t = 18000 S
t = 19800 S
.q,
Table x-2
G'loba'l Quantities Printout for Halt' LOX Tank - Case 4
(British Units)
u
MASS	 INFLO W 	RATE MI SS
rKG/S^ ZPq	 1^LALCULOE D UUTF'LUl





(JUULFS) w	 2^uU	 E	 ^tlTWAL BASS*ENIH
AVERAGL	 UE,NSIl y 	(KG /M* A 3	 )
K
M	 ^:i37SE^^0
9, 0'f12 	 ti 1AVOAGE	 1 E,MPERATURE. r	 ^ ^.."
MASS	 INP LUW	 RATE (Kra/8) w	 1 R 389QE+d i
LA( CUL ATEO 	G(J fFLU)4 (K(;/S) -1g8q()SL+6i
iOfAL
	
MASS OF	 LU X (KCB	 ) I R4^0t+os
!'W Al
	
LUX	 VUI.L)ME 3 ) =	 1 , 2t34 U+b^
TUiA L 	 HA$S *ENTH WULIL^S) =	 2,256UL+IQ
AVERAGE	 U(:NSI1 y 	(K(^/M**3	 j 1 ^ 1^6^'E:.+U,3
AVE:RAOL	 1 EMPERATUR (	 It	 ) =	 9: U q	 AE	 U 1
t = 2000 S
t = 4000 S
t
1
MASS	 INFLL.IVI	 RA'tE. (KGeS
(KG/S)
1^. HS1E*V^





l OX (Vr(y	 ) =	 ^ m^6^^Ew +(1^
TUTA1^ ..LU X 	 V U I U(IL. (r^** ^) _^..	 t ^ ^ 	 +b^?..	 ..
1 ,9639E^ ^^
'`	 k
tUTAL	 hIA: S *t: ►v f H






A VE R AGE	 1 i~MF'E RA I URF (	 K —	 9 A 1 1 1	 AE	 U
•F, MA85	 INFL(airr
	 PATE (KG/8) 1 0871E+01''-
CALCULAIEU (JUTFLON ( 10/S)
. 1 	 8j1 j	 E+01
TWAL MASS UF^ LUX (KU) 1 a fib' `7	 FU^a
#UtAI
	 LL,1X	 VCJLLIM 0 *1o) ^	 O	 S^	 fl)
tOtAL	 " A88*ENTH (UI.)ULIS) =	 (^	 7iJ	 PA,
A veR AGL	 LIE01 t Y	 (K6 /H **3	 ) =	 i	 ,^	 E:	 U,3





t = 8000 S







fU tAL MASS (JF LUX
	 r KG	 : _	 ¢ ty l ap-i S
1U!AL OJX VULMM	 ( ► I** ^ .=
	 ^^	 9i1E p
tutAL HA88*ENIH
	 Wuu^U	 ,15)	 11(^ t i(I
AVERA GL UEI^iSi T y (KG /r+ *,A3" '^ =	 ^ R ^: ^"6 F01
AVE RAO TEHPOATURF ( K J = 90186E+01
I
t t = 6000 S
Tabl e 1-3







	 - 1, 3st^L+0i rv"
^ALCIJLATED	 LWFLow	 (KG/8)	 '-4 ^1, y 1T	 f01
NTAL MA53 OF LUX	 (KG	 )	 _ ^ ^ 06r32E FOS
jUjAL
	






(K(;/rl**3	 ) i oi.l22L403
AVERAGE	 TEMPERA TORE
	 (	 K	 ) 9.18701 +O1
MASS









	 L(JX	 (KG	 )	 n 9p70 0+04
iOTAL
	
LOX	 VUL UME	 (M**3)	 c 8058281 401TUtAL
	
MASS *ENTIA










	 (KG/S)	 = 1 .3663E+01
QALGULAtED	 OUIFL,UV+
	 (KG/8) ^1,827^E+01
T(JT'AL	 MASS	 OF	 LUX	 (KG	 )	 = a, 1. 0Ef04
IWAL .Lux	 V(JLUML	 (H A *3) .,.	 7,71iiL401..
	 .
VIAL	 MASS *LN T H 	(JUULE.S)	 = 1037, Jk^iu
AVERAGE	 DENS) rY 	 (NG /M **3 	) l, 129aE^FQ3
AVERAGE	 TEMP	 RATUNE.
	 C	 K	 )	 = 9,234gk 4I




	 = -1,5338E +01
TOT AL 	 MASS OF	 LDX	 (KG	 )	 = T # 763^h +04
TOAL	 L. UX	 VOL,UME'. 	 ( M * * 3 ) 6.'0914+01




	 )	 = 109851403
AVERAGE	 IVIPERAIUHE
	
(	 K	 )	 = 9,2616E40i
MASS
	
INFLIJN	 RATE	 (KG /5) 	a 103H55k+01
^ALGULOEU OUTFLOW	 (KG/8)	 = •i ^S^I^^E^U1
TOTAL	 MA$$ OF	 LUX	 (KG	 i	 = 6;6696L+64
MAL L UX YUJ UME	 ( H **3)	 6









(KG/M**3	 )	 = litVIE403
AVERAUE	 J^MPE.RATURE	 l	 K	 )	 «. 9a240UE+01
Table T-4
i
Global	 Quantitie.P Printout for Half LOX Tank - Case 4
(S.I.	 Units)
t = 12000 S
t = 14000 S
t = 16000 S
t = 18000 S
t = 19800 S
